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LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS

University of California, Berkeley, Eaat Asiatic Library
The Eaat Asiatic Library at the University of California, Berkeley, has
abandoned use of the Harvard-Yenching classification in favor of Library of
Congress classification, effective January 2, 1980 for materials cataloged
with LC copy. By July 1, 1980, original cataloging will also utilize LC
classification.
(Richard S. Cooper)

Cornell University Library
The Wason Collection is making efforts to build up its Japanese collection
in response to the recent rapid growth of the faculty in Japanese studies
at Cornell. The most concentrated effort is being made in the areas of per
forming arts and religion with funding coming from the Office of Education
Title II-C grant which Cornell University Libraries is receiving over the
next three years. Presently a search is being conducted for an assistant
professor in Japanese history. In anticipation of the filling of this position,
we have compiled a desiderata list for materials in modern Japanese history
and are making this another area of emphasis for Japanese acquisitions.
(Diane E. Perushek)

Harvard-Yenching Library
The Harvard-Yenching Library has been designated as a depository library of
publications issued by the Research, Development, and Evaluation Commission
(RDEC), Executive Yuan, Republic of China \ jJSL?^^'JCf't^^ fi^fThe RDEC is responsible for the planning and promotion of research and develop
ment activities within various ministries and agencies of the Executive
Yuan and the evaluation of performance of government agencies. The first
shipment is expected to arrive at the Library soon, and will include catalogs
of publications of all administrative agencies in Taiwan.
(Eugene Wu)

Joint Eaat Asia Language and Area Center
The Joint East Asia Language and Area Center, Stanford University - University
of California, Berkeley, and the Hoover Institution provided funds for a sur-
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vey of Chinese local histories at the East Asiatic Library, University of
California, Berkeley, and the East Asian Collection, Hoover Institution. This
survey commenced in June 1979 and ended December 1979. The survey produced
a checklist of 2,509 titles with an index. This checklist will be published in
1980.
(Mark Tarn)

Gest Oriental Library, Princeton University
The Gest Oriental Library, Princeton University, has recently acquired as a
gift from Shiseido Cosmetics (America) Ltd. a film entitled, The Fragrant
Court of the Heian (Cultural History of Japanese Women, Part I ) , which deals
with Japanese fashion, cosmetics, and beauty concepts of the Heian period
(794-1185). Included are extremely beautiful scenes of Kyoto, the ancient
capital, and of the countryside, highlighting the Important role that natural
beauty and the change of seasons play in Japanese aesthetic tastes. Much of
the film is devoted to the court life of the aristocracy as depicted in the
"Tale of Genji scroll", and to the costumes displayed in the Aoi Festival,
celebrated on May 15 in Kyoto. Lasting about 30 minutes, this film is a
useful introduction for high school students and undergraduates beginning
their study of Japanese culture. Another 20-minute film, The Birth of
Elegance (Cultural History of Japanese Women, Part I I ) , dealing with the
Muromachi period (1336-1573), continues the study of Japanese costume and
aesthetics. Scenes from No and Kyogen plays and the detailed treatment of
the elaborate costumes and masks used in Japanese drama should be of par
ticular interest to undergraduates and graduate students in Japanese
literature and history. Both of the films are produced by Yone Productions
of Tokyo. (The second film was previewed, but the Library's copy has not
yet been received.) Both of the films will be available for circulation to
interested persons free of charge, except for postal charges.
(Mariko Shimomura)

University of Washington tests Machine Translation of Pinyin to Wade-Giles
The University of Washington has developed and tested an algorithm for the
machine translation of pinyin to Wade-Giles romanization in a computerized
bibliographic control environment. The program automatically separates
pinyin compounds into Wade-Giles syllables without ambiguity. Rejecting
other possible approaches to a simple string replacement algorithm, such
as 8yllable-by-syliable replacement or roman-character-by-roman-character
replacement, this algorithm uses a table of target strings and their re
placements which is processed sequentially. Each input line is searched
for a match to the target string which, if found, is replaced on output by
the replacement string. When all occurrences of the target have been
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replaced, this output line becomes the new input for the next target replace
ment pair. Target strings may be as long as necessary to specify the environ
ment which conditions the translation. The BASIC language was chosen for this
program, which was tested on the CDC 64 CYBER 173 computer.

PROFESSIONAL VACANCIES
University of Oregon Library. Catalog Department
Position: Catalog Librarian (Chinese)/ Bibliographer. Orientalia Collection:
Assistant Professor
Available: July 1, 1980
Duties: Cataloging responsibilities include original cataloging, classi
fication, review of cataloging copy of Chinese language monographs, serials,
non-print materials, some English language monographs. Bibliographical
responsibilities include development and maintenance of Chinese language
portion (presently 17,000 volumes) of the Orientalia Collection; reference
service in Chinese studies; liaison with the interdisciplinary Asian Studies
faculty; service on the Asian Studies Committee which administers graduate
and undergraduate Asian Studies programs.
Qualifications: Substantive cataloging experience in an academic or research
library using Library of Congress classification and subject headings and
AACR; ability to read and write Chinese fluently, good communications skills
in English, working knowledge of Japanese desirable; and M.L.S. from an
accredited library school. Preference will be given to candidates having
a related subject master's degree and evidence of scholarly activity.
Salary: $16,763 or more depending on qualifications, plus fringe benefits.
Applications, including curriculum vitae, and names of three references,
should be sent by March 1, 1980 to:
Elaine Kemp
Search Committee
University of Oregon Library
Eugene, Oregon
97403

Stanford University
Position

Computer Systems Specialist/Systems Programmer IV

Duration

Permanent, Full-Time

Hours:

Mon. - Fri., 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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Salary:

$2091-3004/$1714-2583 Per Month

Job Description: This position Is for a Manager, Asian Language Support Project,
who will report to the Director for Computer Systems and Services. Design and
implementation of system modifications and extensions to support input, storage,
and output of Asian language vernacular scripts within the context of a large
on-line bibliographic storage and retrieval system. Manage a small senior
level staff devoted to the development of terminal input capability; the storage
and retrieval records containing a mixture of Roman alphabet text and Asian
language text, and support for hard-copy output media.
Job Requirements: BS/MS in Computer Science with 4 years programming experi
ence in development of data base management software or software to support
intelligent terminals. Two years experience in management of large software
development projects. Desired: Knowledge with experience in library automation,
technical reading vocabulary in Chinese or Japanese, experience in n on—Roman
character set design, programming experience on micro-processors, knowledge/
understanding of laser/xerographic printing technology.
For further information, contact Frank L. Man, Sr. Employment Representative
at 497-3407, or mail resumes to:
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
OLD PAVILION
ATTN: FRANK L. MAH
STANFORD, CA
94305

East Asia Collection, University of Maryland Libraries
1978 and 1979 have been years of significant growth and accomplishment for
the University of Maryland's East Asia Collection (EAC). Highlighting this
period were two events: the formal dedication of the EAC's Gordon W. Prange
Collection of publications from the Allied Occupation of Japan, and the move
of the EAC into new quarters. Considerable progress has also occurred in the
areas of acquisitions and cataloging, due in part to assistance from outside
sources.
The Prange Collection, which is regarded as the single largest collection in
the world of immediate postwar publications on Japan, came to Maryland as a
result of the personal intervention and efforts of Gordon W. Prange during
the years he served as both Chief and Chief Historian of SCAP's G-2 His
torical Section. It consists of an enormous range of Japanese-language books,
magazines, newspapers, censored documents, pamphlets, news photographs and
political posters dealing with virtually every subject area. Efforts to
catalog and fully process these materials have been under way since 1963.
In recognition of Dr. Prange's invaluable contribution, the collection was
formally named after him on Sunday, May 6, 1979. The dedication ceremony
featured an address by Dr. Sadako Ogata, at that time Envoy Extraordinary
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and Minister Plenipotentiary of the Permanent Mission of Japan to the United
Nations; extensive reminiscences by Dr. Prange about his involvement in the
Occupation; and an exhibition of representative materials from the collection.
Approximately 300 people attended the afternoon event.
The relocation of the EAC has greatly heightened the visibility of East Asian
studies on campus. It involved the construction of completely new office
space for the seven-member EAC staff on the third floor of the McKeldin library
building and the transfer of the entire cataloged collection and most of the
Occupation period publications from the McKeldin basement (where they had
been stored for over fifteen years) to a very spacious reading room and
stack area. All cataloged books, magazines, and newspapers are now readily
accessible to the public throughout the day and during most evening hours.
With funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities (a $117,000 grant
for the period July 1977-June 1980), the EAC has accelerated its processing
of magazines and newspapers and its cataloging of monographs from*the Prange
Collection. Work is now rapidly nearing completion of a ten-year project
to prepare a comprehensive holdings list of approximately 10,000 magazine
titles for publication through Shuppan Nyususha in Tokyo. This book will
serve Japan-oriented libraries everywhere as a major reference guide to
the periodical literature of the mid and late 1940s. Thousands of books in
literature (many of them first editions), education, the social sciences,
and religion and philosophy have also been added to the cataloged collection.
All are available through interlibrary loan for scholarly use outside the
Washington, D. C. area. Adequate funding must still be found, however, to
catalog during the 1980s an estimated 20-25,000 monograph volumes that con
stitute the remaining segment of unprocessed materials within the Prange
Collection.
Through the generosity of the Commemorative Association for the Japan World
Exposition (1970), which awarded the University of Maryland a $10,000 matching
grant for 1978/79, the EAC has been able to expand its holdings in literature,
the fine arts, and related areas. Among the 664 volumes acquired were com
plete sets of Kabuki hygbanki shTTsei, Kindai bungaku kan. Matsumoto Seicho
zenshn, Mishima Yukio zenshTI. Ninon no meioho, Okamoto Kanoko zenshu", Tanizaki
Jun Ichiro" zenshTI. Hiho", Joyo* bunkazai, Suiboku bijutsu taikel. and Nihon
telen shi taikei. Many of these books are already experiencing heavy use by
members of the campus community and the general public.
1

Expansion of the EAC's Chinese-language holdings has continued with the
addition (through purchase, gifts and exchange) of approximately 1000 mono
graph volumes each year. Chinese history and literature have been emphasized
along with reference works and basic sets in many subject areas. Among the
important acquisitions in 1978 and 1979 were Cheng tung tao ts'ang. Chung-kuo
hain weh hsueh ta hsi. Erh shih erh tzu. Ming tai shin chi hui k'an. Pa ch'i
tung chin, and Sstt pu ts'ung k'an hsu pien. As of December 31, 1979, Maryland's
cataloged Chinese library holdings consisted of 9625 monograph volumes, 1350
bound periodical volumes, and 800 reference books (total: 11,775 volumes).
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The University of Maryland has witnessed a rapid increase during the past
five years in the number of Korean students enrolled on campus, in part as
a result of the increasingly heavy immigration of Koreans to the metro
politan Washington, D. C. area. In response to their requests for reading
materials, the EAC has been slowly but steadily building up its Koreanlanguage holdings; they presently exceed 650 volumes. Important sets within
the library include Han'guk hyondae munhak chonjip, Han'guk kojjjn munhak
chonjip, Han'guk munhak chonjip, and Han'guk munhwa sa taegye. Altogether,
these and many related monographs form the nucleus of an academic research
collection in Korean literature in particular and in the humanities as a
whole.
A long-term effort has also been under way to strengthen EAC serial holdings
through subscriptions and exchanges. The number of periodicals and yearbooks
currently received has doubled in just a few years to approximately 400
titles, and continued expansion in this area will hopefully occur until most
major Chinese, Japanese and Korean-language academic journals are received
on a routine basis. A comprehensive listing of EAC serial holdings (with the
exception of magazines from the late 1940s in the Prange Collection) should
be ready by early spring. Copies will likely be made available in some
appropriate fashion to many East Asia libraries throughout North America
before the end of 1980.
The University of Maryland library, already renowned for its resources on
immediate postwar Japan, is also seeking to expand its holdings from the
Allied Occupation period through the acquisition of papers from ex-Occupationers. Received within the past year are the papers of Dr. Justin Williams,
Sr., Chief of the Government Section's Legislative Division and author of
Japan'8 Political Revolution under MacArthur: A Participant's Account (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 1979). Numerous folders contain materials re
lating to the postwar Constitution and Diet reforms as well as personal notes
recording Williams' impressions of events. Of noteworthy interest is a file
of 115 letters (carbon copies) and memoranda between GHQ (both General
MacArthur and Courtney Whitney, the Chief of his Government Section) and
Prime Ministers Yoshida and Ashida. Spanning the years 1946-1950, they deal
with such matters as cabinet appointments, economic stabilization measures,
numerous legislative acts, and purges of prominent people. Williams'
papers and book together shed new light on developments during the Occupation
period that have affected the postwar political scene. A full two-page fea
ture article about the Williams' papers and the EAC appeared in the December
21, 1979 issue of the leading Japanese daily, Yomiuri Shimbun.
Finally, members of the EAC staff have been active outside of the library in
a variety of professional and scholarly activities, In late 1978, they in
augurated a semi-annual dinner-seminar for Washington, D. C. area Japan
librarians in order to provide opportunities for people to get to know one
another and to hear various speakers on library-related topics. The three
meetings held to date have featured Hisao Matsumoto (Library of Congress) on
the Library of Congress' acquisitions program in Japan (December 2, 1978),
Patricia Polansky (Russian bibliographer at the University of Hawaii Library)
on Russian/Soviet resources about Japan (May 11, 1979), and Leon K. Walters
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(former U.S. government civilian employee in Okinawa) on publications from
and about the Ryukyu Islands, 1964-1972 (November 17, 1979). Eizaburo
Okuizumi, Japanese cataloger/bibliographer, has coauthored an article en
titled "Ninon senryoki no Kyokuto" Beigun joho shushu katsudo to soshiki"
[The Organization and Intelligence Gathering Activities of the Far East Command
in Occupied Japan] (Tokyo Keizai Daigaku Kaishi, December 1978), and he has
recently published a number of Japanese-language articles in the Bulletin of
the Serials Working Group, Association of Private University Libraries of
Japan. He is currently providing Clio Press (Oxford, England) with biblio
graphical data for historical journals published in Japan. This information
will be incorporated into the second edition of that publisher's reference
work, Historical Periodicals: An Annotated World List of Historical and Related
Serial Publications. Ellen Anne Nollman, Japanese cataloger for the Prange
Collection, and Yayoi Cooke, Prange Collection newspaper processor, have been
pursuing M.A. degrees at the University of Maryland in History and in Govern
ment respectively. Frank Joseph Shulman has continued to organize panels
dealing with archival and library resources on East Asia for the annual
meetings of the Mid-Atlantic Region/Association for Asian Studies; he has
served as co-consultant to the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars
(Smithsonian Institution) for Hong N. Kim's Scholars' Guide to Washington.
D. C. for East Asian Studies (published in November 1979); and he has been
working with the Boston-based publisher G.K. Hall & Co. as its Advisory
Editor for Reference Publications in the Field of Asian Studies. He has also
continued working on ten different reference books, among them bibliographies
of doctoral dissertations about China (for the years 1976-1980) and about
Japan and Korea (for 1969-1979), which the University of Washington Press
is scheduled to publish. The preparation of the latter volume has been
partially supported by a grant from the Japan-United States Friendship Commis
sion. In addition, in late 1981, the University of Michigan will bring out
Shulman's annotated guide to academic newsletters, association bulletins and
outreach news-notes about Asia. This book will be prepared in part on the
basis of a very extensive archival collection of newsletter-type materials
which he has been developing for long-term scholarly use and which interested
individuals are welcome to see whenever they are in the Washington area.
(Frank Joseph Shulman)
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